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Abstract
Optimization on manifolds is a class of methods for optimization of an objective function, subject
to constraints which are smooth, in the sense that the set of points which satisfy the constraints
admits the structure of a differentiable manifold. While many optimization problems are of the
described form, technicalities of differential geometry and the laborious calculation of derivatives
pose a significant barrier for experimenting with these methods.
We introduce Pymanopt (available at pymanopt.github.io), a toolbox for optimization on man-
ifolds, implemented in Python, that—similarly to the Manopt1 Matlab toolbox—implements sev-
eral manifold geometries and optimization algorithms. Moreover, we lower the barriers to users
further by using automated differentiation2 for calculating derivative information, saving users
time and saving them from potential calculation and implementation errors.
Keywords: Riemannian optimization, non-convex optimization, manifold optimization, projec-
tion matrices, symmetric matrices, rotation matrices, positive definite matrices
1. Introduction
Optimization on manifolds, or Riemannian optimization, is a method for solving problems of the
form
min
x∈M
f(x)
where f : M → R is a (cost) function and the search space M is smooth, in the sense that it
admits the structure of a differentiable manifold. Although the definition of differentiable manifold
is technical and abstract, many familiar sets satisfy this definition and are therefore compatible with
the methods of optimization on manifolds. Examples include the sphere (the set of points with unit
Euclidean norm) in Rn, the set of positive definite matrices, the set of orthogonal matrices as well
as the set of p-dimensional subspaces of Rn with p < n, also known as the Grassmann manifold.
To perform optimization, the function f needs to be defined for points on the manifold M.
Elements ofM are often represented by elements of Rn or Rm×n, and f is often well defined on some
or all of this “ambient” Euclidean space. If f is also differentiable, it makes sense for an optimization
algorithm to use the derivatives of f and adapt them to the manifold setting in order to iteratively
refine solutions based on curvature information. This is one of the key aspects of Manopt (Boumal
et al., 2014), which allows the user to pass a function’s gradient and Hessian to state of the art
1. Manopt is available at manopt.org and was introduced in Boumal et al. (2014).
2. We use the term automated differentiation to refer to the automatic calculation of derivatives, whether using the
method commonly known as automatic differentiation, as implemented by Autograd (Maclaurin et al., 2015) and
TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2015), or symbolic differentiation as implemented by Theano (Al-Rfou et al., 2016).
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solvers which exploit this information to optimize over the manifold M. However, working out and
implementing gradients and higher order derivatives is a laborious and error prone task, particularly
when the objective function acts on matrices or higher rank tensors. Manopt’s state of the art
Riemannian Trust Regions solver, described in Absil et al. (2007), requires second order directional
derivatives (or a numerical approximation thereof), which are particularly challenging to work out
for the average user, and more error prone and tedious even for an experienced mathematician.
It is these difficulties which we seek to address with this toolbox. Pymanopt supports a variety
of modern Python libraries for automated differentiation of cost functions acting on vectors, matrices
or higher rank tensors. Combining optimization on manifolds and automated differentiation enables
a convenient workflow for rapid prototyping that was previously unavailable to practitioners. All
that is required of the user is to instantiate a manifold, define a cost function, and choose one of
Pymanopt’s solvers. This means that the Riemannian Trust Regions solver in Pymanopt is just
as easy to use as one of the derivative-free or first order methods.
2. The Potential of Optimization on Manifolds and Pymanopt Use Cases
Much of the theory of how to adapt Euclidean optimization algorithms to (matrix) manifolds can
be found in Smith (1994); Edelman et al. (1998); Absil et al. (2008). The approach of optimization
on manifolds is superior to performing free (Euclidean) optimization and projecting the parameters
back onto the search space after each iteration (as in the projected gradient descent method), and
has been shown to outperform standard algorithms for a number of problems.
Hosseini and Sra (2015) demonstrate this advantage for a well-known problem in machine learn-
ing, namely inferring the maximum likelihood parameters of a mixture of Gaussian (MoG) model.
Their alternative to the traditional expectation maximization (EM) algorithm uses optimization over
a product manifold of positive definite (covariance) matrices. Rather than optimizing the likelihood
function directly, they optimize a reparameterized version which shares the same local optima. The
proposed method, which is on par with EM and shows less variability in running times, is a strik-
ing example why we think a toolbox like Pymanopt, which allows the user to readily experiment
with and solve problems involving optimization on manifolds, can accelerate and pave the way for
improved machine learning algorithms.3
Further successful applications of optimization on manifolds include matrix completion tasks
(Vandereycken, 2013; Boumal and Absil, 2015), robust PCA (Podosinnikova et al., 2014), dimension
reduction for independent component analysis (ICA) (Theis et al., 2009), kernel ICA (Shen et al.,
2007) and similarity learning (Shalit et al., 2012).
Many more applications to machine learning and other fields exist. While a full survey on the
usefulness of these methods is well beyond the scope of this manuscript, we highlight that at the
time of writing, a search for the term “manifold optimization” on the IEEE Xplore Digital Library
lists 1065 results; the Manopt toolbox itself is referenced in 90 papers indexed by Google Scholar.
3. Implementation
Our toolbox is written in Python and uses NumPy and SciPy for computation and linear algebra op-
erations. Currently Pymanopt is compatible with cost functions defined using Autograd (Maclaurin
et al., 2015), Theano (Al-Rfou et al., 2016) or TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2015). Pymanopt itself
and all the required software is open source, with no dependence on proprietary software.
To calculate derivatives, Theano uses symbolic differentiation, combined with rule-based opti-
mizations, while both Autograd and TensorFlow use reverse-mode automatic differentiation. For a
discussion of the distinctions between the two approaches and an overview of automatic differentia-
tion in the context of machine learning, we refer the reader to Baydin et al. (2015).
3. A quick example implementation for inferring MoG parameters is available at pymanopt.github.io/MoG.html.
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Much of the structure of Pymanopt is based on that of the Manopt Matlab toolbox. For this
early release, we have implemented all of the solvers and a number of the manifolds found in Manopt,
and plan to implement more, based on the needs of users. The codebase is structured in a modular
way and thoroughly commented to make extension to further solvers, manifolds, or backends for
automated differentiation as straightforward as possible. Both a user and developer documentation
are available. The GitHub repository at github.com/pymanopt/pymanopt offers a convenient way
to ask for help or request features by raising an issue, and contains guidelines for those wishing to
contribute to the project.
4. Usage: A Simple Instructive Example
All automated differentiation in Pymanopt is performed behind the scenes so that the amount of
setup code required by the user is minimal. Usually only the following steps are required:
(a) Instantiation of a manifold M
(b) Definition of a cost function f : M→ R
(c) Instantiation of a Pymanopt solver
We briefly demonstrate the ease of use with a simple example. Consider the problem of finding
an n × n positive semi-definite (PSD) matrix S of rank k < n that best approximates a given
n× n (symmetric) matrix A, where closeness between A and its low-rank PSD approximation S is
measured by the following loss function
Lδ(S,A) ,
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
Hδ (si,j − ai,j)
for some δ > 0 and Hδ(x) ,
√
x2 + δ2 − δ the pseudo-Huber loss function. This loss function is
robust against outliers as Hδ(x) approximates |x|−δ for large values of x while being approximately
quadratic for small values of x (Huber, 1964).
This can be formulated as an optimization problem on the manifold of PSD matrices:
min
S∈PSDnk
Lδ(S,A)
where PSDnk , {M ∈ Rn×n : M  0, rank(M) = k}. This task is easily solved using Pymanopt:
from pymanopt.manifolds import PSDFixedRank
import autograd.numpy as np
from pymanopt import Problem
from pymanopt.solvers import TrustRegions
# Let A be a (n x n) matrix to be approximated
# (a) Instantiation of a manifold
# points on the manifold are parameterized as YY^T
# where Y is a matrix of size n x k
manifold = PSDFixedRank(A.shape[0], k)
# (b) Definition of a cost function (here using autograd.numpy)
def cost(Y):
S = np.dot(Y, Y.T)
delta = .5
return np.sum(np.sqrt((S − A)∗∗2 + delta∗∗2) − delta)
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# define the Pymanopt problem
problem = Problem(manifold=manifold, cost=cost)
# (c) Instantiation of a Pymanopt solver
solver = TrustRegions()
# let Pymanopt do the rest
Y = solver.solve(problem)
S = np.dot(Y, Y.T)
The examples folder within the Pymanopt toolbox holds further instructive examples, such as
performing inference in mixture of Gaussian models using optimization on manifolds instead of the
expectation maximization algorithm. Also see the examples section on pymanopt.github.io.
5. Conclusion
Pymanopt enables the user to experiment with different state of the art solvers for optimization
problems on manifolds, like the Riemannian Trust Regions solver, without any extra effort. Experi-
menting with different cost functions, for example by changing the pseudo-Huber loss Lδ(S,A) in the
code above to the Frobenius norm ||S −A||F , a p-norm ||S −A||p, or some more complex function,
requires just a small change in the definition of the cost function. For problems of greater complex-
ity, Pymanopt offers a significant advantage over toolboxes that require manual differentiation by
enabling users to run a series of related experiments without returning to pen and paper each time
to work out derivatives. Gradients and Hessians only need to be derived if they are required for
other analysis of a problem. We believe that these advantages, coupled with the potential for ex-
tending Pymanopt to large-scale applications using TensorFlow, could lead to significant progress
in applications of optimization on manifolds.
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